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The influence of a localized inhomogeneity �oscillatory or stationary� on spatiotemporal chaotic state in an
excitable reaction-diffusion system is investigated. We find that various coherent wave patterns, such as spiral
waves �including multiarmed� and target wave patterns are able to be created by the inhomogeneity from the
chaotic state. Due to the growth of these coherent wave patterns, the previously existing turbulent waves in the
absence of inhomogeneity are suppressed. At last, the whole system is entrained by the coherent wave patterns.
Closer investigations indicate that the possible mechanisms underlying the inhomogeneity sustained coherent
wave patterns seem quite different for oscillatory and stationary inhomogeneities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spatially distributed active systems, modeled by a set of
reaction-diffusion �RD� equations, are able to sustain a wide
class of coherent wave patterns �1,2�. Two examples com-
monly observed in physical, chemical, or biological systems
are target wave and spiral wave patterns. These wave pat-
terns have received much attention during the last thirty
years because of their interesting nonlinear dynamics and
their potential applications in various biological or physi-
ological systems �2�. In addition to these coherent wave pat-
terns, spatiotemporal chaotic wave patterns �sometimes re-
ferred to as “chemical turbulence”� have also been
encountered in the experiments, such as the Belousov-
Zhabotinsky �BZ� reaction �3�, CO oxidation on Pt�110� �4�,
and in numerical simulations �5�. Taming spatiotemporal
chaotic patterns in spatially extended systems has been
achieved so far using various strategies, e.g., global �4,6,7�
and local methods �8–18�.

In realistic systems such as chemical reactions �19,20� or
biological tissues �21,22�, inhomogeneities are found to be
fairly ubiquitous. Both numerical simulations and experi-
mental results show that the roles they play in spatiotemporal
dynamics are quite important. For example, a meandering
spiral wave could be forced to rigidly rotate if we introduce
an unexcited inhomogeneity closely to the spiral tip �23�; a
localized inhomogeneity can lead to attracting or repelling of
a spiral wave in excitable media �24,25�. Once a spiral is
pinned, its period linearly depends on the radius of the inho-
mogeneity and is generally larger than that of the free stable
spiral �26�. More interestingly, Pumir et al. �27� recently
showed that new ordered waves �e.g., target waves� can be
triggered from the inhomogeneities by applying the electric
field and previously existing spatiotemporal chaotic waves
give way to these new ordered waves. This approach opens

up a way to control spatiotemporal chaotic waves in excit-
able media. Additionally, in oscillatory media �e.g., the com-
plex Ginzburg-Landau system�, both target wave patterns
and spiral wave patterns could be created by introducing a
localized inhomogeneity in spiral turbulence. Eventually, the
system will be driven by the coherent wave patterns �11�.

The effect of a localized inhomogeneity on spiral waves
in excitable media has been studied by many authors, how-
ever, we note that most of them concentrate on its influence
on a single spiral wave. To our best knowledge, information
about the effect of a localized inhomogeneity on spatiotem-
poral chaotic waves in excitable media is still less and poorly
known �28,29�. In this paper, we will show that coherent
wave patterns, including spiral waves with single-or
multiple-armed as well as target wave patterns could be pro-
moted and then grown around the introduced inhomogeneity.
Due to the growth of the coherent wave patterns, the spa-
tiotemporal chaotic waves can be suppressed by them and
finally the system remains in a coherent state. We also dis-
cuss the possible mechanisms underlying the emergence of
these kinds of coherent structures.

II. THE MODEL AND RESULTS

To study the influences of a localized inhomogeneity on
spatiotemporal chaotic dynamics, a modified FitzHugh-
Nagumo–type equation is employed throughout this paper.
The equation reads �5�

�u

�t
=

1

�
u�1 − u��u −

v + b

a
� + D�2u , �1�

�v
�t

= g�u� − v , �2�

where g�u�=0 when 0�u�1 /3; g�u�=1−6.75u�1−u�2

when 1 /3�u�1; g�u�=1 when u�1. � represents a time
ratio between activator u and inhibitor v and a ,b are two
other parameters of the system. D is a diffusion coefficient of
u. The above equation actually is a reduced version to de-
scribe the surface reaction of CO oxidation on Pt�110� �30�.
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Depending on the parameters a and b, the system can expe-
rience rich dynamics such as excitable or oscillatory behav-
ior. Specifically, the system undergoes saddle-node bifurca-
tion at b=0, and it is in the oscillatory regime for negative b
while excitable for positive b with a�b+1 �5�. It has been
interestingly noted that for certain parameters in the excit-
able regime, e.g., a=0.84, b=0.07, the transition from spiral
wave patterns to spatiotemporal chaotic state associated with
spiral turbulence could be observed �5� as we vary the excit-
ability � to beyond the critical value �c=0.07.

Using microelectronics fabrication techniques �31–34�,
one can construct or design the composite media by coupling
of a pure Pt�110� with a small partial of other metals �e.g.,
Au, Pd, Rh, etc.�. From another point of view, this small
region imposed by other metals can be regarded as a kind of
inhomogeneities or defects. As pointed out in Ref. �33�, this
kind of composite media �or media with inhomogeneities in
other words� can be mimicked in the model by writing b as a
spatial dependence b�r�. For simplicity, a localized inhomo-
geneity, throughout our study, is hence introduced in a fol-
lowing manner, similar to the one in Ref. �33,34�

b�r� = �b1, for r � r0,

b2, for r � r0,
� �3�

where r=	�x−x0�2+ �y−y0�2 and �x0 ,y0� denotes center co-
ordinates of the inhomogeneity. r0 is the radius of the inho-
mogeneity and it is much smaller than the scale of the whole
studied system. If b1=b2, the system is uniform.

For Eqs. �1� and �2�, it is found that different values of b
denote different dynamics for the zero-dimensional �D=0�
system for the fixed parameters a and �, e.g., a=0.84 and
�=0.085. That can be reflected by the property of the fixed
point between two nullclines as shown in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�,
corresponding to two typical cases b=−0.10 and b=−0.30,
respectively. In these two plots, the dashed lines denote u̇
=0 and the solid line denotes v̇=0, respectively. Generally,
for instance, if −0.16�b�0, there is only one fixed point
and it is found unstable. In this case, the system demon-
strates a limit cycle behavior provided that an initial pertur-
bation is applied around the fixed point, as shown in Fig.
1�c�; if b�−0.16, there is at least a fixed point, e.g., �u ,v�
= �1.0,1.0� and only this fixed point is stable �in a very nar-
row parameter regime, i.e., −0.19�b�−0.16, more than one
fixed point could exist�. Under this situation, the system will
relax to this state from the small perturbed initial condition,
as shown in Fig. 1�d�. �A sufficiently large perturbation, e.g.,
beyond the middle u nullclines, would make a large excur-
sion before it returns to the fixed point.� Hence, a local
change of b will locally vary the dynamics behavior of the
system. In the following, we refer the inhomogeneity to be
oscillatory if −0.16�b1�0 and be stationary if b1�−0.16.
The medium is excitable �b2=0.07� and depending on the
value of b1, the inhomogeneity is either oscillatory or station-
ary.

The aim of this work is to study how a local change of b
�or localized inhomogeneity� affects the whole chaotic dy-
namics, particularly in generating coherent structures. To nu-
merically integrate Eqs. �1� and �2� explicit Euler method

with the spatial step �x=�y=0.3906 and time step �t
=0.02 is employed. Main results are also checked by smaller
time step. No-flux boundary conditions are considered. If no
other statements are specified, we use the following param-
eters: the size of system is Lx=Ly =100, consisting of 256
�256 grid points; we fix a=0.84, b2=0.07, D=1 and take
�=0.085. In the following study, we only focus on the case
that the value of b1 is negative.

We first examine the possible influences of an inhomoge-
neity, which belongs to the oscillatory regime, i.e., b1
� �−0.16,0.0�, on the spatiotemporal chaotic state. An inter-
esting result is illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 2�a� is an initial
condition showing chaotic waves resulted from a spiral
breakup for �=0.085. If the system is uniform, namely, b1
=b2=0.07, it consists of an ensemble of locally interacting
spiral waves whose annihilation and generation are repeated,
and the configuration remains similar. However, this kind of
spatiotemporal chaotic configuration could be altered to a
coherent structure, i.e., a spiral wave pattern, when we intro-
duce a localized inhomogeneity, e.g., b1=−0.085. The inho-
mogeneity is denoted by the circular region in each snapshot
of Fig. 2. Evidently as seen in snapshots in Fig. 2, a spiral
wave begins to grow around the location of the inhomoge-
neity �see Figs. 2�b� and 2�c��, after a transient period. Fi-
nally, the initial spiral turbulent waves are suppressed by the
growing spiral wave and the whole system is dominated by it
�see Fig. 2�d��. To summarize this evolution process, a space-
time plot is also displayed in Fig. 2�e�. In this figure, T1
denotes the time from that we switch on the inhomogeneity
to that the spiral begins to grow; T2 denotes the time from
that the spiral begins to grow until to that the fully developed
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FIG. 1. �a�, �b� Nullclines u̇=0 �dashed lines� and v̇=0 �solid
line� of Eqs. �1� and �2�. The only change induced by b is the
middle branch of the u nullcline: �a� b=−0.10 and �b� b=−0.30.
Different values of b here denote the different fixed points between
two nullclines �u̇=0, v̇=0� and thus describe distinct dynamics of
zero-dimensional system �1� and �2�. �c�, �d� Two different trajec-
tories, corresponding to b=−0.10 �c� and b=−0.30 �d� in phase
space �u ,v� from the uniformly perturbed initial state �e.g., �u ,v�
= �0.5,0.5��. One finds that for b=−0.10, the system exhibits limit
cycle behaviors and that for b=−0.30 it relaxes to stationary state
�u ,v�= �1.0,1.0�. Arrows appeared in figures of �c� and �d� mean
the direction followed by the trajectories. The system parameters
are �=0.085, a=0.84, D=0.
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one is formed. It is worth mentioning that it will take some
time �i.e., T1+T2� until an inhomogeneity will be able to
entrain the system. This time depends on the initial condi-
tions �or the location where we introduce the inhomogeneity�
and parameters. In our simulations, in most cases, we find it
takes the time about 2000 time units and in a few cases it
needs longer time. All results throughout this paper are able
to be observed in less than 5000 time units.

Whether a coherent wave pattern, i.e., a spiral wave, can
be generated or not mainly depends on the values of b1. To
find out which values of b1 in the oscillatory regime �i.e.,
b1� �−0.16,0.0�� could induce and maintain the coherent
wave pattern, we perform a large number of numerical ex-
periments �about 81 cases using different initial conditions
and radii of the inhomogeneity for each value b1� for �
=0.085. We find the values of b1 should be chosen suitably if
we want to create the spiral wave pattern from the turbulent
state. Specifically, to possibly generate the spiral wave pat-
tern, the values of b1 are required into a quite narrow region
b1� �−0.12,−0.08� �we discretize the region for b1 with a
step �b1=0.01 in practical simulations� and no coherent
wave patterns are observed if b1 is beyond this region, i.e.,
b1� �−0.16,−0.12� or b1� �−0.08,0.0�. Yet, this region of b1
that can induce the coherent spiral pattern might vary for
different �. For example, we find to give a transition from
chaotic state to coherent wave patterns, the region for b1
could be extended to b1� �−0.12,−0.01� for �=0.071. The
possible reasons underlying this kind of difference will be
discussed later.

As we further decrease the value of b1, the inhomogeneity
would fall into the stationary regime �i.e., b1�−0.16�. In this

case, the inner region of the inhomogeneity almost remains
in the stationary state, i.e., �u ,v�= �1.0,1.0�. Under this situ-
ation, in addition to one-armed spiral waves, other coherent
wave patterns such as multiarmed spiral wave patterns and
even target wave patterns are interestingly observed. These
examples are depicted in Fig. 3. Figure 3�a� is one-armed
spiral; Figs. 3�b� and 3�c� describe two-armed and three-
armed spiral wave patterns, respectively; a typical target
wave pattern emerges in Fig. 3�d�. By measuring the fre-
quencies of multiarmed spirals, we find that their frequencies
are generally larger than the frequency of the single-armed
spiral.

To give rise to multiarmed spiral wave patterns, our inten-
sive simulations indicate that the radius of the inhomogene-
ity should not be too small. To be concrete, no two-armed
spiral patterns are observed when r0�10.0 and no three-
armed when r0�18.0 in our simulations. This phenomenon
may be understood intuitively. If the radius of the inhomo-
geneity is larger, there are more opportunities for small lo-
calized spirals to touch the edge of the inhomogeneity. Once
some spirals are attracted to the inhomogeneity, then they
may grow and rotate together around the introduced inhomo-
geneity. In this sense, one of possible factors to affect the
selection of coherent wave patterns, single-armed spiral pat-
terns, or multiarmed spiral patterns, is related to the initial
configuration of u and v around the inhomogeneity if r0 is
sufficient large.

To induce and sustain coherent spiral wave patterns, we
note that no particular spiral seed is required, which is analo-
gous to our recent study in the framework of the complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation �CGLE� �11�. This evidence, to
some extent, indicates that the location where we introduce
the inhomogeneity and the time when we switch on the in-
homogeneity �i.e., initial conditions� are not very crucial for
generating coherent wave patterns. This is indeed confirmed
by our numerical simulations. As an illustrative example, we
introduce some �e.g., five� inhomogeneities with the exactly

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a�–�d� A typical process of spiral wave
pattern formation induced by a localized inhomogeneity, e.g., b1=
−0.085. The circular region �r�r0=10.0� denotes the introduced
inhomogeneity. �e� Corresponding space-time plot at y=50. The
dashed line denotes the time when a spiral begins to grow. T1 de-
notes the time from that we switch on the inhomogeneity to that the
spiral begins to grow. This time depends on the initial conditions �or
the location where we introduce the inhomogeneity�. T2 denotes the
time from that the spiral begins to grow until to that the fully de-
veloped one is formed. This time keeps similar if the parameters are
the same. The system is 100�100, consisting of 256�256 grid
points. The space step and time step are �x=�y=0.3906 and �t
=0.02, respectively.

FIG. 3. Various coherent wave patterns induced by the station-
ary inhomogeneity. �a� b1=−0.26, one-armed spiral wave; �b� b1=
−0.21, two-armed spiral wave; �c� b1=−0.20, three-armed spiral;
and �d� b1=−0.365, target waves. The radius of the inhomogeneity
is r0=10.0 in �a�, �d� and r0=20.0 in �b�, �c�.
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same properties, i.e., b1=−0.09 and r0=10.0, but in different
locations in a much larger system. The location of the inho-
mogeneity is arbitrarily chosen without any intention. For
simplicity, we locate them on the two straight lines. Figure
4�a� shows the result. As one finds, spiral wave patterns are
able to grow around the location where the inhomogeneity is
introduced.

We would like to point out that the case in the same
system with several inhomogeneities in different locations at
the same time differs from the situation that we put only one
inhomogeneity in the system in each simulation. This is be-
cause the waves elicited by the inhomogeneities in the sys-
tem will interact with each other. Even though the grow
speed ��1 /T2� is similar for the exactly same inhomogeneity,
the transient time �i.e., T1 in Fig. 2�e�� may be different. For

example, a spiral wave around some locations grows slower
�see the small spiral in right bottom corner in Fig. 4�a�� than
the ones around other locations. As a result, this one will be
suppressed by other ones before it begins to grow. In the
asymptotic state, we find only four spiral waves can coexist.
We have also tested with different initial conditions and one
inhomogeneity, and found that the results do not depend sen-
sitively on them. These results seem a little bit different from
those shown in Ref. �29� where the authors demonstrated
that spatiotemporal chaotic dynamics relies sensitively on the
inhomogeneity in a mathematical models of ventricular tis-
sue. For instance, even a slight change of the location of the
inhomogeneity, the resulted dynamics changes drastically
�29�.

For the stationary case �i.e., b1�−0.16�, formation of co-
herent wave patterns are also insensitively dependent of lo-
cations of the inhomogeneity and initial conditions. More
interestingly, differing from the oscillatory case �i.e., b1
� �−0.16,0��, where only spiral wave patterns �i.e., b1
� �−0.12,−0.08�� could be induced, we find both spiral wave
and target wave patterns are possible to be induced even by
the exactly same inhomogeneity. Which kind of coherent
wave pattern, spiral or target, is finally selected may depend
on the location of the inhomogeneity and initial conditions.
To show this point, we introduce two inhomogeneities, as an
example, in different positions but with exactly the same
properties. We find both spiral and target wave patterns can
be generated �see Fig. 4�b��. In the asymptotic state, the tar-
get waves will be suppressed by the spiral waves because of
	s�	T.

The rational behind the fact that the exactly same inho-
mogeneity selects different coherent wave patterns is related
to the frequency. To show this point, we measure the fre-
quency of target waves for different values of b1. To do this,
we use the uniform initial conditions and introduce the inho-
mogeneity in the system. Under this situation, the inhomo-
geneity plays a role of a pacemaker and a target wave would
appear. When it is fully developed, and then we record the
time series of the variable u for any grid point far from the
pacemaker �the center of the inhomogeneity�. According to
this time series, we can get the frequency �or period� of the
target wave. In Fig. 4�c�, we give the dependence of the
frequency of the target wave on b1 for r0=10.0 �triangles�
and r0=20.0 �circles�. From this figure, we find that its fre-
quency is over the background frequency �dashed line, 	0

1.10, obtained by the fast Fourier transform �FFT�
method� of the chaotic waves once b1 is smaller than a criti-
cal value b1c �e.g., b1c
−0.28 for r0=10.0�.

According to the wave competition rule in excitable me-
dia �35�, on one hand, this fact indicates that the target wave
is possible to be created from the turbulent state because its
frequency is larger than the background frequency. On the
other hand, spiral waves do not immediately grow as we
introduced the inhomogeneity. In general, it would take some
time �i.e., T1 illustrated in Fig. 2�e�� that depends on the
initial conditions. Therefore, creation of target waves from
spiral turbulent waves is greatly possible if new target waves
begin to emit from the inhomogeneity before a small spiral is
stably attached to it and begins to grow. This is because once
new target waves are initialized at the inhomogeneity, they
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Effect of the inhomogeneity location
on generating spiral wave patterns. In this system, we introduce five
inhomogeneities with the same properties, e.g., r0=10.0 and b1=
−0.09. For simplicity, we locate them on the two straight lines. In
the asymptotic state, we find four coherent spiral wave patterns
coexist and one �in right bottom corner� is suppressed. This result to
some extent implies that formation of coherent spiral wave patterns
hardly depends on its locations of the introduced inhomogeneity.
The system is composed of 600�600 grid points. �b� An example
of two types of wave patterns, say spiral waves and target waves,
induced by two inhomogeneities with the exactly same properties
r0=10.0 and b1=−0.325. In the asymptotic sate, target waves are
suppressed by spiral waves. The system consists of 400�400 grid
points. �c� Dependence of the frequency of target waves, denoted by
	T, on b1 for r0=10.0 �triangles� and r0=20.0 �circles�. The dashed
line denotes the background frequency 	0
1.10 of turbulent state
for �=0.085, a=0.84, b=0.07 of Eqs. �1� and �2�.
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are able to sweep the turbulent waves due to the frequency
relation and keep spiral tips far away from the inhomogene-
ity. Then there is no chance for spiral tips to come again
closely to the inhomogeneity. Finally the stable target waves
rather than the spiral waves survive. For b1�b1c, almost no
target waves are observed because they are suppressed by the
turbulent waves and under this situation only coherent spiral
wave patterns would emerge �see Fig. 4�a� for example�.

The radius of the inhomogeneity would affect the
frequency of the resulted target wave �see Fig. 4�c��. From
Fig. 4�c�, it is found that the frequency increases as we in-
crease the radius for the same b1. Actually, the frequency
dependence on the radius of the inhomogeneity is quite simi-
lar to the case of oscillatory media �36�. Due to this depen-
dence, the critical value b1c is also changed. For example,
b1c
−0.255 for r0=20.0.

Both oscillatory and stationary inhomogeneities, as we
found, are able to induce and sustain spiral wave patterns.
Yet a closer examination indicates that the characteristics of
the spiral induced by these two types of the inhomogeneity
seem a little different. These differences are reflected by the
following facts.

We refer the first point to the tip orbit. On one hand, for
the stationary inhomogeneity sustained spiral, as we note
that, the motion of its tip always follows the edge of the
inhomogeneity; but for the oscillatory inhomogeneity sus-
tained spiral, in some situations, the motion of its tip is lim-
ited to the inner region of the inhomogeneity. This fact, to
some extent, can be reflected by the dependence of average
radius of the tip orbit, denoted by �r�, on the radius of the
inhomogeneity �see Fig. 5�a��. In the case of stationary inho-
mogeneity, �r� is almost equal to the radius of the inhomo-
geneity but in some situations for the oscillatory case, �r� is
smaller than r0. On the other hand, we measure the depen-
dence of frequency on r0 for b1=−0.255 �triangles� and b1
=−0.275 �circles� �see Fig. 5�b��. For the stationary inhomo-
geneity sustained spiral, we find the frequency decreases as
we increase r0 for a given b1. �The dependence of the spiral
frequency on b1 is similar to Fig. 4�c�.� These features indi-
cate that the formation of spiral waves sustained by the sta-
tionary inhomogeneity may result from an anchoringlike ef-
fect �26�. However, for the oscillatory inhomogeneity
sustained spiral, its frequency dependence on r0 is nonmono-
tonic and seems a little complex �see the inset in Fig. 5�b��.

Another point we would like to mention is the stability of
the resulted spiral waves. To be concrete, stationary inhomo-
geneity sustained spirals always rigidly rotate, but most of
oscillatory inhomogeneity sustained spirals demonstrate me-
andering behavior. This difference could be seen by perform-
ing the power spectra analysis, as shown in Figs. 5�c� and
5�d�. In the power spectra of the rigidly rotating spiral, there
is only one fundamental frequency �the maximal peak in Fig.
5�d��, but in the power spectra of the meandering spiral there
are two fundamental frequencies �i.e., 	1 and 	2� and others
are linear combinations of 	1 and 	2 �see Fig. 5�c��.

The differences discussed above suggest that it seems
necessary to distinguish the two different types of the inho-
mogeneity to understand better the formation of coherent
wave patterns, particularly spiral waves. For the oscillatory
case, let us first examine what kinds of wave patterns the

uniform system �i.e., b1=b2=b� �−0.16,0.0�� can support.
To this end, we numerically calculate the phase portrait for
b−� of the uniform system, as illustrated in Fig. 6. There are
three regions: the gray region denotes that the medium itself
is able to support stable spiral waves in this parameter region
and in other two regions, only the breaking waves could be
observed. For example, for �=0.085 and a=0.84, stable spi-
ral waves can be observed in the region �−0.12,−0.07� and
turbulent waves �or breaking waves� in the remaining re-
gions, i.e., �−0.16,−0.12� and �−0.07,0.0�.

In this phase portrait, we also give the possible values of
b1 �full circles� that could generate spiral wave patterns from
the chaotic state for �=0.071 and �=0.085, as examples.
Open circles denote that no coherent wave patterns are ob-
served in our simulations. One can see that to create spirals
from a chaotic waves, the value b1 is required into the gray
region. This means that to induce and sustain a spiral wave
pattern, the local inhomogeneity region itself should have an
ability to support spiral waves. In this sense, formation of
spiral waves from a chaotic state may result from a local
survival of the small spiral in the small inhomogeneity re-
gion. From this point of view, understanding the formation of
spiral waves in the case of oscillatory inhomogeneity could
be intuitively: when a small spiral either initially exists or
comes into the inhomogeneity region in later time, it is pos-

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Dependence of average radius �r� of
the tip orbit for two different inhomogeneities sustained spirals:
b1=−0.095, �=0.071 �full circles� and b1=−0.255, �=0.085 �open
circles�. The spiral tip position is identified by maximizing the vec-
tor product �u��v. The solid line indicates �r�=r0. �b� Depen-
dence of the frequency of spiral waves on the radius r0 of the
stationary inhomogeneity for b1=−0.255 �triangles� and b1=
−0.275 �circles�. The inset plot in this figure shows the dependence
of the frequency for spiral waves on r0 for the oscillatory case
�b1=−0.09�. The dashed line denotes the background frequency of
the turbulent waves. �c� and �d� Two typical kinds of power spec-
trum of one site for spiral waves induced by two different inhomo-
geneities, �c� b1=−0.085 and �d� b1=−0.255 for �=0.085. In the
plot �c�, there are two fundamental frequencies, i.e., 	1 and 	2. 	1

is the primary frequency of stable spiral waves and 	2 is the sec-
ondary frequency caused by the Hopf bifurcation. Other frequencies
are linear combinations of them. In the plot �d�, only one funda-
mental frequency �i.e., the maximal peak� exists.
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sible to survive and grow since this inhomogeneity region
itself can support stable spiral waves. Once the frequency of
the inhomogeneity sustained spiral is larger than the back-
ground frequency of turbulent waves, it may grow further
and sweep the turbulent waves close to it. Eventually, the
surviving spiral dominates the system.

Considering that the spiral finally dominating the system
is a local survival of the one in the inhomogeneity region, a
reasonable assumption is that its tip should be limited into
the inhomogeneity region. This assumption is coincident
with previous results. For instance, �r� is smaller than the
radius of the oscillatory inhomogeneity �refer to Fig. 5�a��.
From Fig. 6, we also find the gray region that could support
stable spiral waves varies for different values of �. This evi-
dence may explain why the region of b1 that is able to induce
spiral patterns is changed for different parameters � as we
pointed out previously.

For the case of the inhomogeneity in the stationary re-
gime, it is found that the inhomogeneity itself can not sustain
the spiral waves �even turbulent waves� anymore. We mean
that if the system is uniform, from the initial conditions used
in Fig. 6, the whole system will relax to a stationary state and
no waves can be observed. For this case, we would like to
refer the creation of spiral patterns from the chaotic state to
an anchoringlike effect, as reflected by Figs. 5�a�, 5�b�, and
5�d�. If a small spiral wave is attracted by the inhomogeneity,
its frequency will be affected by it. This local perturbation
induced frequency shift of chemical waves has been consid-
ered previously �11,37,38�. If the frequency of the spiral
pinned to the inhomogeneity is larger than the background
frequency of spatiotemporal chaotic state, a coherent spiral
pattern could grow and the system is finally dominated by it
�see Figs. 3 and 4�.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

So far, we have shown that a small localized inhomoge-
neity can induce and maintain coherent wave patterns in an

excitable medium. These coherent patterns include spiral
waves and target waves. In this sense, the results presented in
this paper and our previous work �11� share the common
point that coherent wave patterns or ordered waves could be
induced by the local perturbation such as a localized inho-
mogeneity. However, they treat quite different contexts. Ref-
erence �11� deals with the oscillatory media in the vicinity of
Hopf-bifurcation while this current work deal with excitable
media. The pattern, whether spiral waves or target waves, is
finally selected does not only depend on the absolute value
of the frequency but also on the phase difference between
Re W and Im W �W is the complex amplitude and Re W
�Im W� denotes the real �imaginary� part of W� in the frame-
work of the CGLE �11�. Once the value of the frequency and
the phase difference �ahead or behind of� is known, the pat-
tern which is selected is determined. So, the inhomogeneity
with the exactly same property will give rise to the same
kind of pattern in �11�. Nevertheless, for excitable media we
find the exactly same inhomogeneity is possible to induce
both spiral and target wave patterns for some situations.

Our work though has been performed on the equations
modeling chemical reaction, the result that a completely ir-
regular state can be altered to a well-defined spatiotemporal
state, might propose potential applications in biological sys-
tems. For instance, in the context of synchronization, this is a
simple way to entrain the dynamical systems through locally
varying one suitable parameter of the system. By this way,
waves can propagate throughout the biological tissue suc-
cessfully.

Our present results seem possible to be observed in the
experiments such as the CO oxidation on Pt�110� or the
light-sensitive BZ reaction. As we know, in both system spi-
ral turbulence has been observed. What is more, the param-
eters used in our model �a ,b ,�� have a counterpart
�pCO, pO2

,T� in the experiment of the CO oxidation on
Pt�110� �30�. Though it seems difficult to locally modulate
the pressure of oxygen under experiment conditions, it is
possible to construct artificially “inhomogeneity” or “defect”
by imposing different metal components onto Pt�110� surface
using microelectronics fabrication techniques �31–34�. Mod-
eling “inhomogeneity” is essential regarded as varying lo-
cally the kinetics parameter b in the reduced version of the
model �33,34�. This situation is similar to what we did in the
present work. Additionally, a localized inhomogeneity might
also be realized experimentally in the oscillatory CO oxida-
tion on Pt�110� by means of focused laser light �17,39,40�.

In summary, we have investigated the possible effects of a
localized inhomogeneity �oscillatory or stationary� on the
spatiotemporal chaotic state in a chemical excitable medium.
We have found that coherent wave patterns such as spiral
wave including single-armed and multiple armed, and target
wave patterns could be induced and sustained by the local-
ized inhomogeneity. After a transient period, these kinds of
coherent wave patterns suppress the previously existing tur-
bulent waves. The formation of spiral wave patterns can be
regarded as result from the perturbation of a localized spiral
by the inhomogeneity while the detailed way of the inhomo-
geneity with different properties to sustain the coherent wave
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Phase portrait for b−� for uniform sys-
tem �1� and �2�. One finds that there are three regions. The shade
regions denote stable spiral waves �SWs�. The other two regions
denote spiral turbulence �ST�. The full circles represents the chosen
value of b1=b could induce coherent spiral wave patterns from
chaotic state for fixed a=0.84, b2=0.07. The open circles denotes
the region where no coherent wave patterns are observed in our
simulations. To numerically obtain this phase portrait, we use ini-
tially cross-gradient value of u and v �30�.
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patterns seems a little different. At last, we hope our results
could be reproduced in the experiment such as the CO oxi-
dation on Pt�110� or the light-sensitive BZ reaction, which
will make our work more interesting.
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